
Parks and Recreation Department Meeting 

Sept. 18, 2019 

Present 

Mark Haskell 

Casey Heard 

Ray Andresen 

John Scholz 

Brian Robinson 

Holly Anderson – Snow Bowl Staff 

Beth Ward – Snow Bowl Staff 

Geoff Scott – Parkways rep 

Robert Falciani – Select Board rep 

Absent 

Sarah Ruef-Lindquist 

Tom Resek 

Guests: 

Peter Lindquist 

Jeff Strout – Ragged Chains Disc Golf 

Minutes – August (Ray) 

Motion: Jon Sholz 

Second: Casey 

Vote: Approved, unanimous 

Work Plan – scheduled for Oct. 22 select board meeting agenda 

Report to review a prioritized work plan 

Bob – suggestion to prioritize and make the spreadsheet current. 

Pathways Update 

Geoff Scott – Dan Ford is doing great work on Knowlton Street section. Working on recommendations to 

MDOT to increase the scope of their work, ie: drainage beginning at Stop and Go. The rest of the work is 

in Rockport. 

Ray – end date for Knowlton section? 

Geoff – all receipts must be turned in by Dec. 31 

Beth – spurs being included, lower and upper 

Geoff – lower spur in the original design. Upper spur has no design yet, that exits out to Lions Lane. 

Believe it is out of the flood zone, and it also needs to be done by Dec. 31. 

Toboggan 

Wednesday, Oct. 2 at 8 a.m. at the Snow Bowl 

Brian – stencil Snow Bowl logo on it (toboggans) to sell at a premium, make it worth more. 

Shirttail Point 

Status? 

Beth – we just have a design. 



Ray – what next? 

Beth – find out an estimate and cost to do the work. And then choose one and budget for it. 

John – is that something we want to push (prioritize) as a committee? 

Beth – pre-2012, select board asked the committee to consider giving Shirttail Point a facelift given that 

there will be a sidewalk to get to the park. 

Geoff – leverage before the sidewalk or after the sidewalk. 

Ray – so many families already use it now, so consider it before the sidewalk. 

Beth – our concern has been the parking, the road in and the erosion there. 

Geoff – so where on the list? One thing we do on Pathways is to consider multiple lenses. Volume of 

traffic, condition of the area, so Shirttail is important but does Barrett’s Cove have more traffic and need 

to be focused on more? Which is the safety issue? And Shirttail comes to my mind ahead of Barrett’s 

Cove. 

Ray – you have set aside $10,000 for a design?  

Beth – it’s a general fund for any design of parks, not just Shirttail. 

Sports Field Usage 

Date for meeting – Sept. 26, Thursday, 5 p.m. at the lodge 

Emailed representatives of each group. 

Question from one of the reps: Information meeting or decision meeting? If decision, what fees, what 

policies, what is the implementation timeline. 

Beth – need some agenda items for the meeting. And this would be informational, as any final decisions 

need to go to the select board. The affected groups already know we have been talking about this. 

Brian – objectives to accomplish at the meeting too, not just agenda. 

Megunticook Watershed Association Collaboration 

Ray – I see our focus at Barrett’s Cove for this item. It is facing some serious needs. And needs to be 

considered among the priority discussion. 

John – If going to move this to the select board, we need to get ahead of it and make decisions about 

what we want. 

Mark – I think Barrett’s Cove has much more usage and should be a higher priority than Shirt Tail. 

Casey – I see more need at Shirttail, and if needs addressed there would be great enhancement and thus 

more usage. 

Ray – parking lot and runoff are the major issues at Barrett’s Cove. Probable cost of a remedy there is 

probably 3 or 4 times the cost at Shirttail. It’s going to be much more costly and as far as what can be 

archived, Shirttail is the one to go for. 

Mark – I think the opposite. Volume at Barrett’s is hundreds, volume at Shirttail is dozens.  



John – Shirttail is not functioning, Barrett’s is functional, not perfect but workable. 

Brian – given the way the pavement is crumbling at Barretts, it may make sense to have public works 

look at it and tell us is there anything to be done as a stop-gap measure to prevent the issue getting very 

dangerous quickly. 

Parks and Rec Signage 

Last year budgeted $3,000, and we were able to carry it forward to add to this year’s budget. Tom and 

crew have been going out to each park and making a list of what they feel the priority needs are. 

Casey – Greenville signage is so great. Are we doing one cohesive design? 

Beth – yes, one design with symbols, town logo, etc. So you will be able to report that we will be doing 

that throughout this year. 

Dog Poop Bags 

Ray – nothing is being done right now. It’s still an issue as far as going around to different businesses 

asking for money for single-use bags when the town has banned them. 

Adopt a Park Program 

Ray – Is that working at all? 

Beth – yes, the idea is that we are not out at every park every day checking things. So having you guys 

checking as you are out there and letting us know. A lot of times a citizen calls the town office about an 

issue and we are alerted then. I like it. 

Brown Tail Moth 

Beth – I think we need to discuss the plan. We are going to go around to the park and look at affected 

areas and then in the spring make a plan. Tom (Beauregard) is an arborist and on the side works for a 

company that has a bucket lift and can go up and trim it. 

Mark – selectmen had a meeting and discussed. 

Ray – what can we do? 

Beth – so I think where we can help is with the Adopt-a-Park program, we look around and report where 

we see BTM nests. 

Ray – Would also be nice to have some images available of “what to look for.” 

Town Event Volunteers 

Ray – I don’t think this committee has been very helpful with town events. 

Bike Rack Locations 

Ray – I know Tom (Resek) got some quotes, but we never determined where we wanted to have them 

and how many. 

Mark – Maybe ask Sidecountry and other bike folks about where. 

Ray – do we know where they all are right now? 



Beth – does anyone know with the design of the Five and Dime parking lot if bike racks are going to be 

included?  I know they voted to have plugs for electric cars there. 

Brian – I think we should buy five and then figure out where we need to put them. 

Holly – I think we should inventory first to determine need. 

Geoff – Pathways has considered this too and put it on the back burner. I would not prioritize it in the 

scheme of things. 

Recreational Trail Planning and Coordination 

Ray – What does the committee have to do with that? Is this all in Pathway’s purview. 

Beth – Riverwalk Trail is one. 

Geoff – one of the tensions always around construction of new walkways is to not increase staff time to 

maintain. Or to keep that in mind. The more the Riverwalk is built, the more miles and the greater the 

impact on staff time. So maybe the Parks and Rec Committee monitors and talks about the impact on 

staff time as Pathways talks about adding miles to sidewalks. 

John – There should be a budget line for maintenance. 

Peter – should keep safety in mind in these discussions too. 

Geoff – not just maintenance and planning, add safety into the work plan. 

Collaboration with the YMCA 

Ray – we will keep it on the list, as it is an ongoing relationship. 

Beth – other collaboration is the Maine Lobster Ride event, which is now an annual event. 

Maiden Cliff 

Beth – conversation with Audra and we removed an old bridge up there. Need to look at whether we 

want to rebuild the bridge or relocate it uphill a little to give the erosion area some time to recover. 

Going to go out with Jeremy and review. Audra has also asked if town employees, who do not normally 

get out and do projects outside, as team building, can be worked into work plans. 

Geoff – would be great to coordinate with MCC, if we have not missed the date to bring them in. 

Beth – add bridges to the parking area work plan 

Tennis Courts 

Ray – the idea is to work on a fundraiser in coordination with interested parties to find the money to 

upgrade the tennis courts. 

Beth – surface work alone is $125,000. And it could be named after someone. 

Boat Racks 

Ray – anything new? 

Brian – it’s been successful, 54 spaces filled mostly (3/4) by Camden residents in their 60s. Biggest 

feedback is how wonderful it is to alleviate the need to lift boats off and on car racks. Have been full 

every year. Great demand. 



Tannery Park and Playground 

Ray – put on the shelf until town decides what it is going to do with it. Nothing that this committee can 

do currently. 

Curtis Island 

Ray – removed off our purview. 

Accessibility and Seniors Program – ongoing discussions. 

Laite Beach 

Beth – steps are done. They look great. They were able to reuse the granite steps. They have to come 

back to finish and re-place some boulders they had to move. Hopefully it will last a while. 

Shower - was in use this summer, with outdoor shower’s teak floor in place. Beth is working on signage. 

Swing sets – turns out the guy Beth talked to is the one who provided the Snow Bowl with the ADA dock 

system at Hosmer Pond. Total cost to upgrade our current swing set system, with leveling out the 

ground and adding wood chips. Estimate was about $3,500, and he can do it this fall. (See Beth’s notes 

on everything that has been included.) 

Bob – can we reuse poles there now? 

Beth – it’s falling apart. If we don’t take care of this before it falls apart, we may not be able to have it at 

all.  

Bob – make sure we know the regulation and that the fall area is accurate. 

Peter – the satellite club (Rotary) got involved in the painting and I think we would be interested in 

donating some funds to this project. 

Casey – I am more in support knowing that there are more than baby seats in the plan. 

Geoff – National Safety Council puts out the guidelines and each state adopts them. 

Disc Golf 

Jeff - I have four baskets and T-pads installed. I am working on a sign to go up there. 

Bob – Check with insurance on liability 

Ray – plans for a demo event? 

Beth – plan is to piggy back it with a Sunday Pancakes and Chairlift Rides event. Need to work on a trail 

map and where to put the signage. 

Work Plan Priorities 

Disc Golf, BTM, Laite Beach Swings, Shirttail versus Barrett’s Cove priority based on costs we can get – 

quotes – which one first, Shirttail and Barrett’s Cove signs, Tennis Courts. 

John – need some dollar amounts on each of these things so Audra and the select board can OK things. 

Ray – one of the big issues with any Shirttail improvements is taking care of the drainage issue off the 

road. 



Beth – Jeff Senders has given us a plan, and we now need a $ figure to do the work. 

Upcoming Events 

Ragged Mountain Scuttle – Sept. 29 

Trailfest  - Oct. 5 

Pancake Breakfast and Chairlift Rides – Sundays in October 

Knowlton Street and Mill parking lots 

Beth – the town is leasing them and Parks and Recreation is now maintaining them. Old garden beds 

that have not been touched in years that need to be thinned and cleaned out. Paint and check out stairs. 

We have a section shut off right now. 

Mark – the select board will need to address the cost to maintain  

Public Restrooms 

Mark – select board voted to open them 24 hours. 

Next meeting: 

Wednesday, Oct. 9, noon 

 

 


